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Digital prosthetic workflows may significantly increase the efficiency, predictability, 
and patient acceptance of clinical protocols to transition failing dentitions into 
an implant-supported fixed complete rehabilitation. This report illustrates the 
application of a recently described advanced integrated prosthetic digital workflow 
(Sobczak Concept®) in a series of patients and indications. The workflow was based 
on prosthetic wax-ups built and updated throughout the workflow from multiple pre-
and intra-surgical full-arch intraoral scans. A key feature was based on combining 
digitally smile-designed provisional wax-ups with post-placement anatomically driven 
waxing of the cervical prosthetic contours. This combination allowed designing and 
adapting aesthetic concepts based on well-established macro-and micro-aesthetic 
design principles, validating them directly with the patient, and delivering them in a 
natural-teeth-like, pink-free anatomically adapted prosthesis for a versatile range of 
indications.
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Introduction
Implant-fixed complete dentures (IFCDs) are well established 

for the immediate rehabilitation of edentulous patients [1]. 
Selecting an adequate treatment scheme represents one of the most 
important factors for the long-term clinical success of IFCDs [2]. 
This selection requires considering a wide range of objective clinical 
parameters, including anatomic, medical, technical, mechanical, 
and biological characteristics [2-4]. In addition, subjective patient-
perceived outcomes, including preferences and satisfaction, have 
recently gained equal importance in evaluating final treatment 
outcomes [5-7]. Depending on the interarch space and the dento- 

 
gingival transition line, the overall prosthetic design of IFCDs has 
been traditionally broadly classified into crown-only white bridges 
or white–pink hybrid prostheses consisting of crowns and pink 
gingiva [8]. While this classification has proven useful to provide 
general guidance regarding prosthetic design and esthetics, more 
specific design guidelines and evaluation criteria for the aesthetic 
outcomes of IFCD treatments, remain pending [3]. The digitalization 
of prosthetic workflows and the introduction of new materials, e.g., 
full-contour monolithic zirconia (FCZ), have recently triggered a 
substantial transformation of prosthetic design approaches [3,9]. 
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Digital smile design allows, e.g., to visualize the prosthetic design 
of IFCDs in context to the patient’s smile symmetry and modify and 
validate its esthetic aspects online and in real-time based on direct 
patient input [10,11]. Furthermore, techniques have emerged that 
allow adapting the cervical aspects of IFCDs with a high level of 
detail to the local soft and hard tissue anatomic preconditions. 

Such approaches have been shown to deliver IFCDs with 
natural, teeth-like, and individually adapted designs [12,13]. In the 
absence of remaining dentition, these techniques can be used to 
fully redesign complete dental arches according to well-established 
functional and aesthetic design principles [10,14]. All of this may 
render the design approaches towards full-arch prosthesis more 
flexible and patient-centered when compared to the traditional 
approaches. In a recent publication by this group, an advanced 
digital workflow for accurate and efficient immediate full-arch 
restoration with an aesthetically and anatomically adapted natural 
tooth-like prosthesis has been presented [14]. This manuscript 
illustrates the application of this workflow to a range of anatomic 
conditions and indications. Specifically, its application in patients 
displaying varying levels of alveolar atrophy and with various 
dental restorative preconditions will be presented.

Materials and Methods
This case report describes the application of an integrated 

prosthetic workflow for the rehabilitation of four adult patients. 
All patients consented to IFCD treatment. None of the patients 
displayed any medical or psychological condition contributory 
to implant treatment. All patients displayed varying levels of 
remaining maxillary dentition indicated for extraction. Treatments 
were provided in a private clinic center (Sobczak Clinical Centre, 
Radosc, Poland) using the advanced, fully digital restorative protocol 
(Sobczak Concept®) illustrated in Figure 1. The detailed implant 
restorations were planned based on CBCTs scans (HyperionX9, 
MyRay, Imola, Italy) and diagnostic wax-ups (Implant studio, 
3Shape A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark). The latter were derived from 
pre-treatment IOSs (3Shape TRIOS®, 3Shape A/S, København, 
Denmark) in close bite comprising the maxilla-mandibular 
relation (Figures 1a & 1b). The coronal and esthetic aspects of the 
diagnostic wax-ups were optimized based on frontal photographs 
using digital smile design (DSD) (in-CAD Smile Creator, exocad 
GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). They were further used to examine 
the maxilla-mandibular relation and diagnose any required general 
or local soft or hard tissue augmentative or resective procedures. 

The prosthetic models were refined and finalized chair-side post-
implant placement by using intra-surgical intraoral scans after 
mounting screw-retained abutments (SRAs) (titanium abutments, 
Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland) and scan bodies 
(CARES®, Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland). Residual 
dentition was strategically temporarily left in situ (Figures 1c & 
1d) to facilitate the registration of individual IOSs and establish a 
geometric relationship between the diagnostic and final wax-ups 
(Exocad, DentalCAD, exocad GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). The 
latter were finalized by adapting the soft-tissue interfacing cervical 
aspects of the prosthetic framework considering actual implant 
positions and the resulting post-placement soft-tissue contours 
and thickness [15]. Provisional restorations were chair-side 
printed and delivered on the day of implant placement (CARES® C 
Series, Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland). Final in-house 
milled (Ceramill®, motion2, Amann Girbach AG, Rankweil, Austria) 
multilayer zirconia bridges (IPS e.max ZirCAD Prime, Ivoclar 
Vivadent AG, Lichtenstein) were delivered at 6 months post-surgery.

Results
Case 1

Case 1 illustrates the treatment of a young, 41-year-old male 
patient with failing maxillary dentition and malocclusion, who 
presented in our clinic with a chief complaint of poor aesthetics, pain, 
and progressive deterioration of masticatory function. Intraoral 
examination revealed multiple failing maxillary teeth affected by 
carious decay down to the root and pulpitis. CBCT scans indicated 
adequate overall bone quantity. As illustrated in Figure 1a, the 
patient displayed a lateral canine guidance-related malocclusion. 
Under consideration of the young age of the patient and expected 
elevated masticatory forces, a first-molar-to-first molar restoration 
supported by 8 implants was defined [16,17]. BLT (Positions 12, 
15, 21, and 24) were combined with BLX implants (Positions 14, 
17, 22, and 27) (Institute Straumann AG, Switzerland) for optimal 
immediate stability [18,19]. Implant lengths and implant diameters 
ranged from Ø3.3 x 12mm in anterior positions to Ø4.5 x 8mm in 
posterior positions and were defined based on locally available 
bone volumes. Figure 1C shows the clinical situation after tooth 
extraction and immediate implant placement with cuspids still 
left in situ to register individual scan and waxing model data sets 
[20,21]. Figure 1e illustrates the restored maxilla-mandibular 
relation and raised occlusal vertical dimensions after immediate 
provisionalization [12].
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Note: DSD: digital smile design, CBCT: cone-beam computer tomography, IOS: intraoral scan.

Figure 1: Treatment scheme comprising the applied surgical and prosthetic steps. Individual steps of the prosthetic procedure 
are illustrated in green, and surgical steps are illustrated in grey. Pictures illustrate the individual prosthetic data sets, including 
a) a: Pre-treatment IOS in close bite, 
b) b: Diagnostic wax-up in relation to the planned implant restoration, 
c) c, d: IOS#1 and IOS#2 after placement of implants, SRAs and scan bodies before and after strategic extraction of 
remaining teeth, respectively. These remaining teeth were used to register pre-treatment IOS, IOS#1, and IOS#2 and were 
used as landmarks to match diagnostic wax-ups and the actual implant restoration.
d) e: Final wax-up after chair-side adaption of the cervical contours of the prosthetic framework to the resulting post-
placement soft-tissue contours. 
e) f: IOS in close bite 1 week after delivery of the immediate provisional restoration. 
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Case 2

Figure 2: Case 1: Immediate maxillary full-arch restoration in a young patient with failing maxillary dentition and malocclusion. 
a) Frontal photograph illustrating the esthetic situation and lip line prior to treatment, 
b) Clinical intraoral situation of the patient without conventional partial denture prior to treatment.
c) Occlusal view after implant placement and restoration with screw-retained abutments (SRAs) and scan bodies. Canines 
were temporarily left in situ as landmarks to match individual intraoral scans 
d) Frontal photographs after immediate delivery of the provisional restoration.

Figure 3: Case 2: Immediate full-arch restoration of a patient presenting posterior bone atrophy and antero-vestibular bone 
deficiency. 
a) a: Retracted frontal view illustrating the situation with conventional removable partial prosthesis prior to treatment. 
b) b: Occlusal view on remaining dentition and atrophied distal alveolar crest. 
c) c,d: Occlusal and frontal view planned implant positions. 
d) e: Clinical situation at IOS#1, i.e., after implant placement, local bone augmentation in zone 11, and SRAs and scan 
bodies placement. Teeth 21 and 23 were temporarily left in situ. 
e) f: Frontal view 1 week after immediate provisionalization illustrating the overall anatomically and aesthetically driven 
restorative concept.
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Case 2 describes the treatment of a 53-year-old female with a 
moderately atrophied posterior maxilla and a local bucco-anterior 
bone deficiency. The patient presented with a chief complaint of 
poor aesthetics and fit of her upper conventional partial denture 
(Figure 2a). Dental examination and diagnostic CBCT revealed 
residual dentition in positions 21 to 23, a moderately atrophied 
posterior edentulous alveolar ridge, and a buccal bone deficiency 
in the anterior zone (position 11) (Figures 2b & 2d). The aesthetic 
evaluation indicated a regular smile line at the dento-gingival 
margin. A first-molar-to-first-molar restoration supported by 6 
BLT implants (Institut Straumann AG, Switzerland) was planned 
(Ø3.3 mm, L:10, and 12 mm; positions 12, 14, 16, 22, 24, and 26). 
Distal implants were placed slightly medially to compensate for 
the posterior atrophy. Anterior implants were angulated to ensure 
adequate engagement with the cortical bone for optimum primary 

stability. Horizontal bone augmentation using Xenograft and a 
Collagen membrane (Cerabone/Collprotect, Institut Straumann 
AG, Switzerland) was performed to compensate for the antero-
vestibular bone deficiency [22,23]. Figure 2e illustrates the 
clinical situation after implant placement, bone augmentation, and 
placement of scan bodies with teeth 21 and 23 left temporarily in 
situ as landmarks for individual intraoral scan data registration 
[11]. The comparison of pre-and 1-week post-treatment situations 
in Figures 3a and f illustrates the applied changes and adaptions 
in teeth shape and form to the local soft and hard tissue anatomy. 
Specifically, teeth in the anterior and posterior positions were 
slightly prolonged to improve the soft tissue adaptation and 
compensate for the moderate posterior atrophy without disrupting 
the patient’s overall tooth phenotype.

Case 3

Figure 4: Case 3: Immediate full-arch restoration of a patient with a distally atrophied maxilla. 
a) Aesthetic assessment indicating a low smile line below the dento-gingival margin. 
b) Frontal view of the maxilla presenting 2 residual canines, signs of local denture-induced hyperplasia in the frontal 
alveolar aspect, and distal maxillary atrophy. 
c) Prosthetic and surgical restorative plans of a first-molar-to-first-molar prosthetic framework supported by 6 implants in 
occlusal view. 
d) Overlayed visualization of pre-and post-implant placement IOS and IOS#1 visualizing possible soft tissue anatomic 
contour changes for the cervical prosthetic contour planning. 
e) Occlusal view after implant placement. Soft tissue incision between the distal implants and release of a mucoperiosteal 
flap before contour augmentation. 
f) Frontal view of the patient 1-week post-treatment illustrating the improved smile and incisal lines providing the patient 
with a subjective younger smile typology.
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Case 3 illustrates the treatment of a 61-year old female patient 
(64 years old) with local posterior maxillary atrophy. The patient 
addressed herself to the clinic, requesting a more permanent, 
natural teeth-like restoration without palatal coverage and with 
improved hold. As evidenced in Figure 3a, the patient presented a 
low smile line covering the dento-gingival margin. Oral examination 
indicated local signs of gingival denture-induced hyperplasia 
(Figure 4b). Osseous alveolar dimensions in the frontal aspects 
were adequate. However, distal aspects of her alveolar ridge were 
moderately atrophied with a sharp knife-edged morphology. Based 
on provisional wax-ups and virtual planning models, a first-molar-
to-first molar restoration on 6 implants in positions 12, 14, 16, 
22, 24, and 26 was planned (Figure 4c). The implant restoration 
was based on 4 anterior BLT implants (Ø 3.3mm x 12mm) and 2 
posterior short implants (position 16: BLT, Ø4.1x8mm; position 

26:BLX, 3.75x6mm), avoiding prosthetic cantilevers [24-26]. 
Horizontal alveolar contours between the distal implants were 
bilaterally augmented to compensate for missing tissue support 
using Xenograft combined with a Collagen membrane (Cerabone/
Collprotect, Straumann, Switzerland) (Figure 4d). Overlays of pre-
and immediate post-operative IOSs were used to identify changes 
in the overall soft-tissue anatomy to design the cervical prosthetic 
contours. Figure 4f shows the patient’s smile appearance 1 week 
after immediate provisionalization. The comparison between pre-
and post-treatment photographs in Figures 4a & 4f illustrates the 
patient’s aesthetic smile line changes. Specifically, upper crowns 
were slightly lengthened, and lip support was increased. These 
modifications improved the ratio between revealed upper and 
lower crowns, which resulted in a typologically younger aesthetic 
smile phenotype.

Case 4

Figure 5: Case 4: Transitioning a failing conventional restoration into a fixed immediate full arch implant restoration. 
a) Failing conventional restoration prior to treatment. 
b) Digital wax-up of the planned restoration. 
c) Frontal view after conventional restoration removal and abutment incisor fracture. 
d) Frontal view after placement of surgical guide and 
e) After placement of implants and restoration with scan abutments. 
f) Frontal view after immediate provisionalization.
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Case 4 illustrates the immediate transition of a failing 
conventional tooth-borne restoration into an IFCD. The patient, 
a 56-year-old female, was referred with a complaint of pain and 
increasing mobility of her restoration. Zones around abutment 
teeth 21 and 15 displayed acute inflammation and suppuration 
(Figure 5a). The existing restoration’s maxillomandibular 
relationship, OVD, and aesthetic aspects were evaluated as optimal. 
The design of the existing restoration was directly replicated in the 
fixed restoration after minimal adjustments to the emergence and 
angulation of the cuspid crowns (Figure 5b). The patient displayed 
adequate alveolar dimension to support a first-molar-to-first-
molar restoration on 4 straight anterior and 2 17°-tilted posterior 
implants (BLT, Ø3.3x12mm, Institut Straumann AG, Switzerland). 
Surgical guide placement was adversely affected by the fracture 
of the central incisor in position 11 upon removal of the existing 
restoration. This unforeseen event reduced the retention to two 
anchoring pins (Figure 5d). As indirectly verified by IOS#1 after 
removing tooth remnants, placing implants, and installing scan 
bodies, its positioning was not significantly compromised (Figure 
5e). In this case, palatal rugae and posterior maxillary tuberosities 
were used as landmarks for the registration of individual IOSs. 
The resulting final wax-up was obtained by adjusting the cervical 
contours and connecting geometries of the prosthetic framework 
to the resulting soft-tissue anatomy and actual implant positions. 
This chair-side prosthetic planning allowed to efficiently transition 
the failing conventional restoration into an immediate implant-
born fixed restoration with immediate passive fit despite the 
experienced intra-surgical complications.

Discussion
The presented clinical cases illustrate the capabilities of 

modern advanced digital workflows to accurately, efficiently, and 
robustly deliver aesthetically and anatomically adapted IFCDs in 
a wide range of indications [9]. The applied digital workflow has 
been recently described for the treatment of fully edentulous cases 
[14]. One of the most important features of the presented workflow 
is its capability to individualize the prosthetic framework to the 
patient’s micro-and macro-aesthetic appearance and local soft 
and hard tissue anatomic preconditions. This important capability 
is based on combining multiple individually described prosthetic 
techniques and directly integrating the resulting prosthetic 
procedures into the surgical workflow. The advantages of designing 
the visible coronal aspects of immediate IFCDs from a facial and 
aesthetic perspective have been brilliantly illustrated, e.g., by 
Coachman et al. [11]. The micro-and macro-aesthetic principles 
for defining teeth sizes, shapes, and positions and the overall form 
of the dental arch in relation to smile lines and face symmetries 
have been well established and represent the basis of digital smile 
design (DSD) [10,27]. 

One of the major advantages of modern DSD routines, when 
applied as part of IFCD treatments, is the possibility to redesign 
dental arches according to these principles fully. Virtualization 
further allows to directly visualize and modify the aesthetic concepts 
in real-time and in close cooperation with the patient himself. This 
direct patient feedback as part of DSD is routinely implemented as 
part of our procedures and approximately XY % of patients make 
active use of this possibility In addition, the immediate provisional 
itself was also actively exploited for patient feedback, and its 
transition into the final restoration was actively used to potentially 
adapt the aesthetic appearance of the prosthetic design for the final 
restoration. Despite this intrinsic possibility for aesthetic design 
changes, the evaluation of over 350 patient records indicated that 
97% of treated patients in our clinics actively consented to directly 
transfer and replicate the aesthetic aspects of the provisional into 
the final restoration with little or no modification. With regards 
to adapting the cervical aspects of the prosthetic framework to 
the local soft and hard-tissue anatomy, Pozzi et al. and Salama et 
al. have presented digital techniques to plan and adapt soft and 
hard-tissue anatomical crestal contours to ideally support an 
anatomically designed pink free implant born restoration (FP-1 and 
FP-2) [13,15]. This approach was modified as part of our workflow 
by planning and modifying the cervical aspects of the prosthetic 
framework to the resulting post-placement 3D anatomical hard- 
and soft tissue contours and implant positions. Specifically, the 
prosthetic contours of the prosthetic wax-up were planned for 
direct and tight soft tissue contact. Soft tissue thicknesses between 
the prosthetic contour and the underlying alveolar bone were 
planned at≥3 mm to prevent any soft tissue complications [15]. 

As further illustrated by case descriptions 2 and 3, local bone 
grafting was performed to improve the prosthetic framework tissue 
support. The requirement for such procedures was identified at 
the diagnostic wax-up stage and included in the surgical plans. 
Likewise, whenever possible soft tissue architectures were 
kept intact to facilitate the cervical prosthetic planning using 
guided, preferably flapless implant placement. Ideal planning of 
regenerative procedures and cervical soft tissue contours at the 
stage of the diagnostic waxing process also consistently considered 
post-extraction physiological alterations of the soft and hard-
tissue contours. The general typology of such changes and the 
factors influencing them, e.g., the crestal bone wall and soft tissue 
phenotypes, have been previously described [28,29]. To our 
knowledge, this is the first report that describes the combination 
of pre-treatment DSD and anatomically driven post-placement 
prosthetic contouring to IFCD treatments as part of a fully digital 
workflow. Regarding overall prosthetic design, it also needs to be 
acknowledged that the presented cases were classified as teeth-
only defects that allowed for a design of a white bridge (FP-1 and 
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FP-2) [8]. However, the capability of advanced virtual prosthetic 
planning models as presented herein and its capability to fully 
redesign dental arches according to well-established functional 
and aesthetic design principles may also allow the delivery of white 
bridges to indications traditionally regarded as combined defects 
requiring pink esthetics (FP-3) [10].

Accurate scanning and an error-free combination of multiple 
direct digital full-arch scans were pivotal for the accurate planning 
of the final wax-up [9,30]. These scans spanned the entire arch and 
were required to derive a waxing model with accurate information 
on the soft tissue contour and actual implant positions. The 
anatomical characteristics of partially edentulous arches and 
the intrinsically associated relatively low number and relative 
distance between characteristic anatomic landmarks rendered the 
registration of individual pre- and post-placement scans and the 
diagnostic wax-up demanding [30]. In the presented procedures 
existing dentition was systematically left temporarily in situ as part 
of a strategic extraction protocol to overcome these limitations and 
provide distinct landmarks for scan alignment [20]. Further, Palatine 
rugae and tuberosities were also consistently used to ensure 
adequate scan alignment and verify individual scan accuracy. At the 
same time, precautions were taken to limit the impact of any factors 
affecting scan accuracies like tongue movement or the limited space 
in the distal scanning regions [9]. Another important feature of the 
workflow was the combination of pre-placement surgical planning 
and integrated post-placement verification of implant positions at 
the diagnostic and final wax-ups stages, respectively [21,31]. This 
feature rendered the immediate prosthetic fit accurate and the 
workflow robust towards intra-surgical adverse events. Due to 
the limited capability of CBCT scans to deliver quantitative bone 
density information, implant positions were mainly planned based 
on bone volume [32]. Primary stability was always simultaneously 
verified using insertion torque values. Further, the implant type 
was flexibly varied, between classical tapered bone level (BLT) 
implants for regular osseous conditions and novel BLX implants for 
immediate placement and in conditions with poor bone quality. This 
latter implant type displays a more pronounced protruding thread 
geometry for increased engagement with low-density bone [19]. To 
our knowledge, this is the first report illustrating the combined use 
and variation of implant types to maximize the primary stability of 
IFCD treatments. Finally, workflow robustness may be considered 
another important factor, specifically when considering the complex 
nature of IFCD treatments. Tahmaseb et al. reported that the rate 
of intraoperative and prosthetic complications of digital surgical 
procedures might reach 36.4% [33]. Although this relatively high 
rate seemed to be closely related to the technology learning curve, 
the successful and accurate restoration of patient 4 illustrates how 
the presented workflow may help mitigate even pronounced intra-
surgical complications [34].

Conclusion
Advanced integrated prosthetic workflows based on pre-and 

post-placement direct digital impressions represent a powerful 
methodology to robustly deliver immediate chairside manufactured 
with optimal immediate passive fit in a wide range of indications. 
The combination of digital smile and anatomically driven cervical 
prosthetic design provides access to patient-centered, aesthetically 
optimized, natural pink-free restorative designs that may have been 
classically regarded as combined defects requiring pink esthetics.
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